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limited effort. Thus, the FUI can be easily adapted to the
specific user’s capabilities. The required standards and
accessibility guidelines can be included in the generation
process of the FUI. The integration of accessibility
requirements at design time in the UI development process
of the Cameleon Reference framework [1] was proposed in
[7]. However, that approach does not consider contextaware adaptation rules. The MyUI Toolkit [10] provides
design patterns for building adaptive UIs. Nevertheless, this
toolkit neither provides a mechanism for sharing these
patterns to other MBUI design tools nor consider explicitly
key aspects of the users with disabilities, such as the
assistive technology required.

In this work we present a design space for adaptation rules
for applications accessible to people with special needs, and
an environment supporting the sharing of such rules across
various applications. The adaptation rules are classified
according to the target user disabilities, as well as other
relevant criteria useful to ease their integration in other
design tools.
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A Global Public Inclusive approach [13] has been proposed
for automatically providing disabled users with a solution
able to enhance their interaction with different public
services. In contrast, in our solution the designer takes part
in the adaptation process in order to identify the most
relevant adaptation rules.

INTRODUCTION

Besides satisfying different countries’ legislations and
expanding the target user groups, the development of
accessible applications must be addressed in order to allow
people with special needs to enjoy the same experience as
everyone else. For this purpose, accessibility guidelines,
such as the WCAG 2.0 [14], must be fulfilled.
Unfortunately, there are many developers that do not
consider these rules and, in consequence, many users
cannot access the resulting applications. Additionally, some
accessibility guidelines are adequate for a specific group of
users, while they are not very appropriate for others.

General design spaces for considering multiple dimensions
of context-aware adaptations and a reference framework for
classifying adaptation rules in different domains have
already been proposed [2] [4]. In our case, we focus on
interface adaptations for improving overall accessibility,
which is not sufficiently covered in the previously
mentioned research works. We also propose an
environment to support sharing of adaptation rules across
various design tools, so that accessibility issues can be
considered in a more convenient manner.

One promising approach to deal with these problems is
Model-Based User Interfaces design, since it enables the
possibility of generating different Final User Interfaces
(FUI) from logical descriptions independent of the
programming language and the user platform. In addition,
this approach also allows modifications of the FUI with

More specifically, the objective of this paper is twofold: to
define a design space able to include a comprehensive set of
adaptation rules for accessible applications and to design a
repository for compiling many different adaptation rules
devoted to people with special needs. For this purpose, we
have classified the gathered adaptation rules according to
the user disability and other relevant aspects. The resulting
repository will enable third-party designers that use modelbased UI approaches to easily integrate the available
adaptation rules with their tools, either at design time or at
run-time.
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T
The paper is organized as fo
ollows; section
n 2 discusses th
he
cconsidered key
y concepts thaat structure th
he design spacce;
ssubsequently, section 3 describes the design of th
he
rrepository; afteerwards, sectio
on 4 illustrates the architectu
ure
oof the environ
nment and exp
plains the inteegration processs;
aand finally, secction 5 providees conclusionss and indications
ffor future work
k.

Disabillities includinng limited-movvement, key-bboard only
users, Parkinson andd paraplegia; annd Cognitive D
Disabilities
includiing decline in maintainiing attention,, learning
disabillities, languagge disabilities and reducedd memory
capacitty. With this ddisabilities classsification, the adaptation
rules ccan be related tto a general caategory such ass the rule 4
or to a specific disabiility such as thhe rule 7.

D
DIMENSIONS OF
O THE DESIG
GN SPACE

The iinformation ffor defining relationshipss between
adaptattion techniquees and consideered disabilities has been
collectted from variouus specific research works: aadaptations
techniqques devoted tto users with m
motor impairm
ments were
collectted from [3], techniques foocused on coggnitive and
sensoryy impairmentss were taken froom [5], [8] andd [11], and
the infformation in [6] led us too techniques for visual
impairm
ments.

T
There are some important co
oncepts that caan influence th
he
aadaptation proccess, such as, the
t target userr, the granulariity
leevel, whether the
t adaptation aims to generaate an adapted or
aan adaptive UII, and the conssidered abstracction level of th
he
U
UI. In this wo
ork, these con
ncepts are used
d to structure a
ddesign space able to indiicate the diffferent types of
aadaptations forr enhancing th
he user interfaaces devoted to
ppeople with diisabilities. Figu
ure 1 illustrates the proposed
ddesign space populated witth different examples, whicch
ccover all possiible values of the dimension
ns proposed. For
F
ssome dimensio
ons it is posssible to define an orderin
ng
(Granularity Leevel and Abstrraction Level), while for otheers
y and Adaptattion Type) we just indicate th
he
(User Disability
sset of possible values.
v

The foollowing exampples define an adaptation rulle for some
specifiic disabilities: Rule 1 is related to mild-deeafness and
Rule 2 to blindness.. The rules arre structured inn terms of
events,, conditions, annd actions desccribing their efffects.
Rule 1 (deaf target ggroup):
Event: the noise off the environm
ment changes to a value
higher than 25 decibeels.
Condittion: the user hhas a mild-deaffness disabilityy.
Action : every videoo has to be chhanged to a vvideo with
subtitlees.
Descrip
iption: when tthe noise leveel in the envirronment is
increassed over 25 deccibels, subtitles are added to each video
elemennt.
Rule 2 (blind targett group):
Event: the user aaccesses an application w
with many
interacction elements.
Condittion: the user iss blind
Action : an applicatioon table of conntent is createed to easily
access each interactioon element.
Descrip
iption: if a UI contains many interaction eelements, a
blind uuser needs a m
mechanism to iddentify and eaasily access
each ellement.

F
Figure 1. The design
d
space pro
oposed with the adaptation rules
exem
mplified related
d with each con
ncept.

T
The concepts considered
c
in the
t design space are discussed
inn the rest of th
his section.

Granu
ularity levels.. Adaptation can have an impact at
differeent granularitty levels off the user interface:
Appliccation, Presenttation, Group of Elements aand Single
Elemennt. Another level denomiinated Externaal is also
consideered to refer too adaptations thhat go further the current
applicaation. For exxample, some cases requirre that an
assistivve technology be launched.

T
Target Users. It is well kno
own that peoplle with differeent
ccapabilities req
quire different types of inteeractions and, as
cconsequence, different
d
types of adaptations. Thus, users are
a
cclassified in terrms of disabilities in order to
o select the mo
ost
aappropriate adaaptation rules for them. In this
t
paper, som
me
ddisabilities hav
ve been consid
dered to test th
he design spacce.
T
The disabilitiees are mainly
y based on the
t
WCAG 2.0
2
gguidelines [14] and belong to
o four general categories:
c
Sig
ght
D
Disabilities in
ncluding low
w vision, bliindness, colo
our
bblindness, ph
hotosensitivity and eyestrain; Hearin
ng
D
Disabilities inccluding deafnesss and mild-deeafness; Physiccal

These granularity leevels are helpfful to identifyy the most
suitablle order of execcution for the aadaptation rulees required,
since iit is possible tto follow a poolicy indicatinng to apply
first thhe adaptation ruules related to higher granulaarity levels
and theen the others. Thus, for exam
mple, if there is one rule
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changing a group of elements, and a rule changing only one
of such elements, following this policy the change specific
to the single element is not lost.

Condition: the user has low vision.
Action: activate a screen magnifier.
Description: this rule activates an assistive technology
when the user has low vision.

The following examples define an adaptation rule for
specific granularity levels: Rule 3 is related to presentation
level, Rule 4 to single element level and Rule 5 to external
level.

Adapted UIs and Adaptive UIs. Adapted users interfaces
are interfaces that are adapted at design time and are
instantiated at run-time. In the case of people with special
needs, they are focused on tailoring the most adequate user
interface for the specific capabilities of the user. Thus,
when users with disabilities interact with the UI, it is totally
adapted to their needs. These UIs are valid when the
context of the user is static. However, when the context
(considered as user, platform, environment and social
relations) is dynamic, for example when the user is walking
or the noise of the environment is increased, sometimes the
UI interface needs to be adaptive in order to change
according to the surrounding context. One example of
adaptation performed when the context changes is the
change of UI modality. This dimension is necessary to
identify in the design space both types of adaptations, the
ones that are defined at design-time and those obtained at
run-time.

Rule 3 (presentation granularity level):
Event: the user interface is activated.
Condition: the user is colour-blind.
Action: change the foreground colour to black and the
background colour to white in order to provide a highcontrast UI.
Description: This rule is triggered when the UI is activated;
then, it checks if the user has the colour-blind disability;
finally, the action part changes the UI background and
foreground colours to colours more appropriate for the user
disability.
Rule 4 (single element granularity level):
Event: the UI contains an element with a timeout.

The following example, Rule 6, defines an adaptation rule
for adaptive UI.

Condition: the user has a cognitive disability.
Action: remove the timeout or increase the time limit
considerably if it is really necessary.

Rule 6 (adaptive UI):

Description: this rule satisfies the WCAG 2.0 [14] success
criterion 2.2.1: “Cognitive limitations may require more
time to read content or to perform functions such as filling
out on-line forms. If Web functions are time-dependent, it
will be difficult for some users to perform the required
action before a time limit occurs”

Condition: the user has paraplegia AND the UI is not
rendered with the vocal modality.

Event: the user begins to move.

Action: the user interface is changed to the vocal modality.
Description: this rule is triggered when the user begins to
move and a change in the context is detected. It checks if
the user has Paraplegia and if the UI modality is not vocal.
Finally, an equivalent UI with the vocal modality is
provided.

Rule 5 (external granularity level):
Event: the user interface is activated.
Attributes
Rules

Adapted/
Adaptive

Rule 1

Adaptive

Rule 2

Adapted

Rule 3

Adapted

Rule 4

Adapted

Rule 5

Adapted

Rule 6

Adaptive

Rule 7

Adapted

Disability
Category
Hearing
Disabilities
Sight
Disabilities
Sight
Disabilities
Cognitive
Disabilities
Sight
Disabilities
Physical
Disability
Cognitive
Disabilities

Granularity
Level
Single
element
Group
element

Abstraction
Level

Assistive
Technology

CUI

NONE

Abstract

NONE

Presentation

CUI

NONE

Single
element

CUI

NONE

External

FUI

Magnifier

Application

CUI

Speech
Recogniser

Application

Task &
Domain

NONE

Table 1. The meta-information associated with each rule.
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Assistive Technology. This value indicates if the
adaptation rule requires any specific assistive technology to
work. Although the assistive technology is not a dimension
in the design space, it is useful to include it in the metainformation for practical purposes.

Abstraction Level. The consideration of the abstraction
level in the design space is useful to provide the designers
with the possibility of integrating the required adaptations
in their applications at the level of generality preferred.
Thus, if there was a specific requirement derived from an
adaptation rule, the designer can perform the necessary
changes in the first phases of the design process, which
require less effort in making modifications. For instance, if
an adaptation rule requires splitting the UI for a cognitive
impairment person in various UIs, it is better for the
designers to know it when they are defining the task model
instead of knowing it when all the design of the UI is
implemented and then considerable effort is required to
update it.

Abstraction Level. This value indicates the abstraction
level associated with the adaptation.
Table 1 provides the meta-information associated with each
example rule included in the previous section. In order to
specify the rules we have used the AAL-DL [12] language
since it fulfils our requirements. This language allows
modelling of adaptation rules following an ECA approach
(Event-Condition-Action). The event part identifies when
the adaptation rules have to be applied, such as when the UI
is activated or when a change in the context is detected. The
condition part filters the rules for specific situations, target
groups or contexts. Finally, the action part specifies
necessary changes in the UI.

According to the Cameleon Reference Framework [1], there
are four different abstraction levels in the development
process of model–based User Interfaces: Task and Domain,
Abstract User Interface, Concrete User Interface and Final
User Interface. The adaptations can be applied at each of
these different levels. For instance, adaptation rules related
to task sequencing must be considered at the Task &
Domain level, whereas adaptation rules related with some
specific UI modality must be considered at the Concrete UI
level.

ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW AND INTEGRATION
PROCESS

As previously mentioned, the repository allows the
integration of adaptation rules devoted for people with
disabilities in Model-Based User Interface tools. These
adaptation rules can be integrated both at design time and at
run-time. At design-time it allows designers to obtain the
necessary adaptation rules for specific groups of people
with disabilities at the different abstraction levels, whereas
the run-time approach provides support for context-aware
UIs. Figure 2 illustrates the adaptation process, divided into
several steps. We include a normalization step because we
want to provide the possibility of supporting various modelbased languages and their supporting tools, but we cannot
implement transformations for all of them. Thus, we have a
normalization step that transforms them to the MARIA
language. MARIA [9] was selected as underlying language,
because it implements every levels of the Cameleon
Framework both at design-time and at run-time.
Additionally, it is compliant with the language AAL-DL
[12], which was selected for the implementation of the
adaptation rules as mentioned in the previous section.
Below these steps are explained in detail:

The following example, Rule 7, defines an adaptation rule
for the task abstraction level.
Rule 7 (task abstraction level):
Event: the application contains too many different
interaction elements for performing different tasks at the
same time.
Condition: the user has problems in maintaining attention.
Action: the UI is organised in such a way that only one task
is shown in every moment.
Description: showing many options and interaction
elements can be confusing for users with problems in
maintaining attention. This rule aims at simplifying the UI
so users can efficiently perform tasks.
DESIGN OF THE ADAPTATION REPOSITORY

The repository stores the different adaptation rules
modelled with some meta-information in order to select and
classify them adequately. The necessary meta-information
is:

Step1: the Model-Based UI (MBUI) design tool performs a
query to the Adaptation environment sending two
parameters, the MBUI specification and the filter. The filter
contains the user disability. The MBUI design tool can
access the repository through a web service integrated in
the system.

Rule ID. A unique identifier.
Source. The adaptation rule’s path and name.

Step 2: the Adaptation environment receives the query and
sends it to the Request Parser module. This module
identifies the User Interface Description Language (UIDL)
used, the abstraction level of the UI and the disability
selected by the designer. The Request Parser module sends
this information to the UIDL Normalization module.

Adapted/Adaptive. This value indicates if the adaptation
rule is devoted for adapted UI or for adaptive UI.
Disability. This attribute is composed of a set of values that
indicate the disabilities addressed with the adaptation rule.
Granularity Level. This value specifies the granularity
level.
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Step 88: as previouusly mentioneed, the repossitory also
providees support for context-awaree UIs. The designer of the
applicaation will be able to deciide whether eenable this
supporrt or not. If hhe/she does noot want to enaable it, the
proces s finishes in thhe previous steep. Otherwise, the MBUI
design tool sends to the Adaptationn environment the MBUI
specifiication and thee context inforrmation in ordeer to apply
the conntext-aware addaptation ruless. The MBUI ddesign tool
needs to integrate a specific code to detect channges in the
contexxt. Then, each time the conteext changes thhe FUI will
be adappted if necessaary.

S
Step 3: the UIDL
U
Normalizzation modulee transforms th
he
rreceived UI to the
t MARIA language.
S
Step 4: after the UIDL normalization,
n
the Adaptatio
on
M
Manager modu
ule selects the adaptations ru
ules dedicated to
thhe disability selected and the UI abstraaction level. As
A
m
mentioned in th
he previous seection, the adap
ptation rules are
a
sstored in the Adaptation Repository, thereffore, this modu
ule
eestablishes com
mmunication with
w it to obtain the rules. It is
w
worth to poin
nt out that the
t
designer can access th
he
A
Adaptation environment
e
when conssidering eveery
aabstraction level of the UI development
d
process
p
to obtaain
thhe available adaptation
a
rulees of the correesponding leveel.
O
Once the adaptation rules arre selected, thee module ordeers
thhe adaptation rules to solvee conflicts bettween them. For
F
thhis purpose, as previously sttated, the gran
nularity level of
thhe adaptation rule is a key concept.
c
Firstly, the ones wiith
thhe granularity level with the external valuee will be applieed;
thhen, the rules with the app
plication valuee; after that, th
he
rrules with the presentation value; subsequ
uently, the on
nes
w
with the group of elements vaalue; and finallly, the rules wiith
thhe single element value.

Step 99: the repositorry receives thee new query annd sends it
to the R
Request Parserr module.
Step 110: the UIDL N
Normalization module transfoorms again
the recceived MBUI sspecification too the MARIA laanguage.
Step 111: the contextt-aware adaptaation rules relaated to the
contexxt information are selected aand, as in the S
Step 4, the
adaptattion rules seleccted are ordereed.
Step 12: the neceessary contextt-aware adapttations are
UI specificatioon through thhe Adapter
appliedd to the MBU
modulee.

S
Step 5: having
g the rules seleected with the adequate ordeer,
thhe Adapter mo
odule applies the adaptation
n rules to the UI
U
sspecification. The result of
o this step provides a UI
U
sspecification ad
dapted to the user disabilities.

Step 113: the MBUII specification is transformeed into the
originaal model-basedd language.
Step 114: the contextt-aware MBUII specificationn generated
is returrned to the MB
BUI design tool, which will thhen be able
to geneerate the contexxt-aware FUI.

S
Step 6 and Steep 7: the UI adapted
a
is transsformed into th
he
ooriginal modell-based languaage by means of the UID
DL
IInverse Norma
alization modu
ule and it is returned to th
he
ccorresponding MBUI design tool. Then, th
he MBUI desig
gn
toool is able to generate
g
FUIs adapted
a
to the user
u disabilitiees.

Thus, when the proocess is finishhed, users witth specific
UI adapted to thheir needs.
disabillities will interract with a FU

Figure 2. The adaptation
n process.
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This FUI will also be able to support changes in the
surrounding context improving the interaction and the
experience of the user through an accessible context-aware
FUI.

Physical Disabilities. In J. Artificial Intelligence, 2010,
Elsevier, Vol. 174, N.12-13, 910-950.
4. Genaro Motti, V., A computational framework for
multi-dimensional context-aware adaptation. In Procs.
of the 3rd ACM SIGCHI symposium on Engineering
interactive computing systems, 2011. ACM, 315-318.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The main contribution of this work is to provide a design
space structured with the key concepts that must be
exploited when considering adaptations for people with
disabilities. In addition, we present examples covering the
different dimensions of the design space in order to better
understand it and ease the integration of different types of
adaptations in other model-based approaches.

5. Kurniawan, S. H., King, A. D., Evans , G., Blenkhorn,
P. L. Personalising web page presentation for older
people. In Interact. Comput., 2006, ACM, 18, 3, 457477.
6. Lunn, D., Bechhofer, S., Harper, S. The SADIe
transcoding platform. In Proceedings of the 2008
international cross-disciplinary conference on Web
accessibility, W4A 2008, 128-129. ACM Press.

Moreover, we describe the design of a repository and the
necessary meta-information to share and access these
adaptation rules, and describe an architecture to support the
interaction with the repository, both at design-time and at
run-time. This repository facilitates the integration of
adaptation rules in other applications.

7. Miñón, R., Moreno, L., Abascal, J. A Graphical Tool to
Create User Interface Models for Ubiquitous Interaction
Satisfying Accessibility Requirements. In Universal
Access in the Information Society, 2012, Springer, 1-13.
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10209-0120284-x#

In future work, we will explore adaptation to support
combination of different disabilities. Furthermore, we will
investigate further mechanisms in order to solve possible
conflicts among the rules.

8. National Institute on Aging and National Library of
Medicine. Making Your Web Site Senior Friendly: A
Checklist. , NIH & NLM, 2002,
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/checklist.pdf
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